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NEW LOGO SHOCKER!
Well, maybe not a new logo, just a well needed revamp. It's all down to regular reader Luis
Troyano who makes a debut this issue with an article on inlay variations. When I recieved the
article, I was very impressed with the slick layout and page design, and when I told Luis how
much I liked it, he kindly offered to touch up the Retrogames logo. May I take this opportunity
to thank him. and if anyone else has any ideas for beefing up the presentation, then please let

me know.

BEDROOM BOREDOM
Over the last month, it seems the entire industry has been harking back to days of old, and the
evolution of the UK coding scene. It's all down to Sony and their sleek Yarouze playstation
development system. Every magazine has had something to say on the project, and why
should we be any different Radio One's computer slot even dragged in Jon Ritman for a
comment. Jon held theview that no-one would develop oh the system, as you can write games
at home for the PC already, but not many people do. so why should an alternative format make
any difference.

I think this is a very valid point, but probably the biggest reason that it will not change
anything is that you can not create a complete game/program which can be run seperately to
the Yarouze system. The thing about coding games on the Spectrum back in 1983 is that you
could save them to tape, and then give/sell them to anyone you liked who had a Spectrum.
Wh'ft is the point of producing software on a Yarouze development system, which can only be
used by yourself, or someone else with a Yarouze development systeml The ability to create a
finished product is paramount. The Amiga (and even C64) demo scene still flourishes thanks to
it's easy to copy, easy to write to, format, and with second hand Amiga prices now at well

under £100, Yarouze will have an extremely tough time trying to replace it as The home coders
prefered format.

STAR WARS FEVER
It seems just a bit coincidental that a lost Star Wars game has emerged just at the time that
the new versions of the films are hitting the cinemas. The game is a Lucasfilm Atari 2600
prototype called Ewok Adventure, and there is thought to be only one copy in existence. As we
all know, Star Wars is a collecting phenomena in itself, so when something like this turns up,
you can expect an extrordinary price. Well bidding over the internet began a few weeks ago.
and the current top price is around $2000, making it the most expensive cartridge to ever come
up for sale. I think much ofthe value can be related to the Star Wars licence rather than the
cartridge itself, though that is not to say that the game wont be any good. Atari collectors have
now got their fingers crossed that whoever buys it will release the rom image so that duplicates
can be made, or that it finds its way onto a multi-cart.

For those of you who find this game out of their price range, there are several other options.
On the VCS you can find Star Wars. Empire Strikes Back and Jedi Arena quite easily. Domark
released the official coin-op conversion on Spectrum. Ams, C64, Amiga and ST in 1988, though
the best version of it is on the Atari ST. which plays a near perfect game including the excelent
speech. On the Spectrum, even better than the official version is Realtime's 3D StarStrike
which while being a complete copy of the game, does have filled polygons. Mastertronic
released the Droids game (featunng R2D2 & C3PO) on the major 8-bit formats, and Hit Squad
also re-released the Domark originals. The message is. if its Star Wars related, look after itl

SERVE YOU BETTER
Finally, you can expect a quicker, more efficient ordering service from now on! The Retrogames
staff has doubled. You guessed it, there are now two of usl H you have had delays with orders
over the past few months I must apologise. The simple reason is that we have just got to
successful for our own good, indeed, it was touch and go for a while whether we would continue
selling games and machines at all. Anyway, it is all sorted now, and you can now have the
efficient service you all deserve.

RETROFACTS
TURKISH DELIGHT

The obscure ALTAR range of

home computers aducdy found

success in Turkey, where 8-bl

computers st* remain as prized

to ther owners as they do to

retrcyamers over here.

COLECO MOI. ECO

God to Vectrex owners, creator

of Patriots, Vectrex Vader s, end
Al good things, Jon Donzila has
almost finished his new project.

Jon left the Vectrex to wrle
new games tor the

Colecovision, and the first fruts

ol his labour are about to come
to light. Let's just hope they

metch the standard of his

Vectrex games, or IIthey dorrt,

fhat he returns to the Vectrex

LEND liS YOURGAMEMATE

W* American colledars shun
British gomes computers and
games, they do hanker after our

consoles. The Commodore
64GS, Ams);ad GX and

Acetronic are highly desirable

outside the UK
, Surprisingly

there Is one other machine

which has particular value. The
Cheetah Gamemata was a
blatant copy ot the Nintendo

Gameboy but though pretty

msuccesful over here, wasn't

even released in theUS,and
prices of rere handhelds are

rocketing. The Gamemde is a
sound investment, and a pretty

good machine, we w* review it

SHAFTERBURNER

Those of you without a Saturn,

buy one now! Sega Ages is

fantastic. Out Run. Space
Harrier 8 Afterbuner, al arcade
perfect. Sega Ages (UK version)

remains inreieased in the US,
though they have a different

Saturn compilation wth the same
tile. nckxJng Oku* Sega
classics like Up 8 Down. Look
out for imminent UK release

under the monica Sega Ages 2.

On the subject of AtterBumer,

did you know the UK Amiga
version, released by Activision

was a simple sfpoit, white

Activision's US release was
nk^i on Arcade perfect!



EDITORIAL
So. Nintendo has finally launched the N64 in the UK,
complete with black boarders, and as anyone who has an

„
import machine will know, a very noticable slower speed. ,

f- Some would say that since Nintendo's huge US launch. !

Sony are running scared. Certainly, chopping off seventy quid
;

of the UK retail price was unexpected. Like most gamers, I

bought my UK playstation as soon as it came out, paying the
J

full £300 for it. Now it doesn't really bother me that the

machine has come down in price so much, as I have had a

good two years of play from it. However. I would be more than
j

just a little upset with Sony if I had bought a Playstation at

Christmas, The kick in the teeth effect this move has had
could be just enough to turn people away from Sony in the

j

future. The press build up, the TV adverts, the in-shop

promotions, all directed at selling Playstations at Christmas.
\

even the slightest rumour of a price cut would have put all

those sales in jeopardy. Three months later, and they say
|

"Hey, we just sold a million units at £70 dearer than we
needed to. just to to take advantage of you at Christmas, oh

i

and we are halving the price of games too. just to rub it ini
”

It's common knowledge that Sega cant afford that kind of
|

price cut, and was only forced into it's current £199 position i

thanks to Sony's previous cut throat pricing strategy. Some i

say competition can only help the industry, but the thought of
j

squeezing a major player out ofthe market is not something !

most gamers will relish. Cut down on choice and the market I

may well become dominated again in true Nintendo style.
j

What I am wondering is what will happen to the 16-bit

market now. Is it a case of one major players price cut

creating two instant Retro machines? Look in your Argos
j

book and you will see SNES and Megadrives at £99, it doesn't
j

COLLECTORS DIRECTORY
Just when you thouylit that good old Retrogunes had defined
its tormal Id! the millenium, we go and introduce a new feature!
Believe it or not, I get many letters asking for lists (of course I

don't print those sorts of letters in the letters page as they are

featiae) Obviously, Tilling seventeen pages with lists of games
would result in a very dull magazine, so unlike our American rival,

Ditytal Press, I will dedicate just half a page an issue to collating

particular format, and to start we take a look at the Acetronic. The
details are taken from a catalogue supplied with the UK machine,
and completes the range as of 1981, though I do know of several
other cartridges. If anyone out there can Tin the gaps, (not Radofin
or Prinztronic) I will update the list m a future issue. If we carry on
like this with each machine, we will complete the directory bythe
year 2810!

Acetronic
Game Owners Club

Tour chance tojoin - FREE

!
take much to work out that with a £30 difference, no-one is

1

going to choose either over a Playstation. Pertiaps the

. machines will reside in the previous Mastersystem position,

entry level machines priced at around £29.

I
The problem is the software. Go in your local games

|

shop, and if you can find any, SNES games are selling at
’ £40-£50. Maybe this is a marketing strategy to make N64
: cartridges seem more reasonable! Megadrive cartridges still

command prices of £30+, and even if you do manage to find

some in a shop, there is unlikely to be much of a choice. In

our local HMV, they have three (count 'em) SNES titles, Kirby

Dream Land at £40, DK Country 3 at £50 and Super Mario
World (the first ever SNES game) at £20. It seems that most
alternative machines are suffering the same fate in highstreet

stores. The best Gameboy selection I could find in the entire

shopping centre was six titles, and that included a "Best
Resturant Guide", covering a small area in central Americal
The only thing that this undersupport can do is make the N64
look like it has a good software selection!

I suppose what I am trying to say is that these machines
are now as good as Retro. Let's face it, if you collect

Gameboy or Megadrive, then you probably pick up your
games in second hand shops, exchange shops or car boot

sales, exactly the same places you find classic machines
and games. Nintendo and Sega have both given up on their

older machines, so its about time the high street did too. The
possible exception being the Gameboy, which keeps hanging
on in there despite everything, though it is strange that the
few titles left available for it include retro classics like missile

command and Galaga. Maybe its time Nintendo released its

handheld SNES rumoured so many years ago, at least we
would have three more games to choose from!

10

11

18

24

27

TITLE

Olympics

Grand Prix

Blackjack

Tankftane Baffle

Air/Sea Attack

Shooting Gallery

Challenge

CodeBreaker

Supermaze

Horse Racing

Circus

PUBLISHED DESCRIPTION

60 Games Including Ping Pong, Tennis,

Volleyball, Basketball, Hockey. Breaklhr-

ou^i a Knockout, (supplied wfh console)

10 Action driving games from Grand Prix

through Raly and Track Racing.

For 1 or 2 players - Supetb graphics -

Las Vegas Rules.

26 Action games wth planes, tanks, and
numerous bailie strategies.

20 Games ot naval warlare using depth-

charges, missiles and submarines

64 games to test duckshooting and big

game hurting prowess.

1 4 games, super party games where
object Is to get lour noughts or crosses In

a row. Competing action.

24 Games, video tests of logic, superh

mental challenges.

24 games, 1 6 different mazes through

which playerfs) have to pass and find an
exit m the shortest thie. Sub ganes
include Cal & Mouse.

1 6 games, tremendous animation, 16
different steeplechases up to grand

national standard

14 Skill testing circus ads.

Musical Games 8 variations, wrte your own tunes and
folow the leader.

16 Variations on two themes, flag

flag capture and concentration.

The grpping strategy game.

8 Variations ot the flipper arcade gane.
1 6 Variations of this pub and arcade



RETROFACTS
,
FORMAT TO WRITE FOR

,
' It says something about the state of todays market when a

'

• major Japanese games producer chose to write for a UK
format. Hudson are probably more famous for the Bomber
Man series rather than their excelent range ofPC Engine
games, but the veteran Japanese games company started

out writing for the good old Spectrum. Imported titles like

Bubble Busters and Stop the Express were released

through Sinclair's own software label, with Stop the Express
achieving considerable sales. The super tough arcade game
has you leaping from carriage to caniage dodging oncoming
obstacles and defeating tricky enemies. A highly addictive

and innovative product which can now be seen as an early

indication of the great games Hudson went on to create.

SINCLAIR HERITAGE
This little beauty is one of

many prequels to the

highly desirable Z>B0.

While it may look like an
ordinary calculator, it is in

fact a highly intelligent,

mini computer, capable of

giving information on a
variety of subjects from

Physics, Engineering and

Electronics to Statistics

and Finance. The machine
comes in a package along

with three very thick

manuals, a power supply,

and even your very own
Sinclair felt tipped pen.

Released at the bargain

price of £25, the machine

is now one of the most
desirable Sinclair

collectables available.

CDTV BEATER

JAPANESE SUPER-AMIGA
You guessed it, yet another Amiga story

,
this time courtesy

of Thomas Holzer. Back in August 1989, Japanese
electronics manufacturer, Sanyo, began work on a prototype

of the worlds first Amiga, with a CD Rom drive. The machine
resembles an Amiga 2000, with the obvious addition of the
drive. It is thought that the machine was developed to help
push the Amiga into the Japanese games market. At the

time, NEC's PC Engine was relying on CDs for it's greatest

software titles, and it made sense for the Amiga to go the
same way. However, rather than change the operating

system, and doctoring existing software, a la CDTV, Sanyo
simply added a CD drive to the existing system, creating an
instant new format, one that Japanese games companies
like Konami and Capcom would be used to. Unfortunately,

the machine never got past the prototype stage, but for CBM,
success in Japan was a good dream while it lasted.

THE FUTURE IS DEAD
Hands up who remembers Sega's hologramatic arcade
machine, Time Traveller. Ok, you can put your hands down now
because I am going to tell you about it anyway. The most
interesting tact about the machine was that it did not use
holograms at all. Instead, images are beamed onto a Parabolic

mirror, which while sounding like a cop out, actually gives a
fantastic impression of solid objects walking around in thin air.

The game, Time Traveller, was not so revolutionary, being a
typical "Dragons Lair" style interactive adventure, not a type of

game Sega would usually develop, and the eventual downfall of

the entire system.

As all gamers know, it takes more than a gimmick to make
a good game, and Time Traveller's shoddy game framework
becomes apparent after only a couple of plays. Thanks to this

lack of gameplay and the cabinet's high price, the machine was
a major flop, putting pay to any future developments for the
format. There is no doubt that if Sega had used the technique to

produce even a simple interactive experience, maybe a
hologramatic updated version of Space Invaders, or even a block
related puzzle game like Klax, then it would have rocked the
arcade world.

I recently found a machine in an aging arcade, and after

playing one game for old times sake, stood back to watch. It

was amazing how many people came over to the machine and
put their hand into the screen, trying to grab the game
characters. That kind of attraction to a machine is something
Sega should never have decided to ignore
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Dear

;

:

I have been treble to get any colour or mono prater cartridges for the
Commodore IP3300 Printer. Do you know of anyone or anywhere that I

can get them from.

David Parker

l Middlesex

He

Ok.su ill letter to start off with, I ca

has any spare ca

s. Ue careful though, you could end up with three
tun uii ed hungry retro fans knocking on your door. As for
insurance, being solely responsible for pushing Vectrex prices
from a tenner to MOB, I am not the best person to ask. In reality,
classic machines are only really worth what an individual is
prepared to pay far them. The only guide is avail ability, ie: it

would be a lot harder to replace a Colecovision than a Spectrum.
Good luck with the project, and I am sure I speak for the majority
of the readers when I say that I cant wait for your photos.

Dear Jason,

Hope all is wen,the retro-scene seems to be holding steady . You just cant
seem to keep good games down, regardtess of their age! I have written

some more articles and win be sending Ihem soon, as the main thing I have
been making plenty of time for is my N64. No, I wasn't daft enough to buy a
UK model, I got a US version back in November. I have never been so
pleased with a machine as I have with the N64, Long Live Nintendo!

Finally, do you know anywhere that I can gel cheap Jaguar games
from? They are getting harder to find at the time.

8 Cassidy

Cheshire
Vou dont have to tell me how good the 1164 is, I am a dedicated
Nintendo fan already. As for Jag carts, I think we could be in the
middle of a very special happening. With the machine's swift
switch from state ofthe art to retro collectible, we have two
markets fighting for the same software. Normal gamers who got
stung by Atari, and are desperately trying to find games to play on
their new while elephant, and Atari fans hoping to complete their
collection in record time. The result of all this leaves the Jaguar
with some ofthe rarist and most valuable cartridges while still in
its comparative infancy. The only oasis inthe software droubt is
Telegames, but as the only retailer left carrying Jaguar cartridges
they are taking fuM advantage of the situation. Jaguar cartridges
dearer than N64 carts, who would have tliought it Let's hope I

manage to secure some Jaguar stock for Retrogames before loo

Dear Retrogames,

I have just finished reading your Issue 8 (the first Issue I have seen) end I

must tel you that I wish I had read every issue from number one.
Anyway, I thought I would let you know why I decided to have a look at

one ot you issues after seeing the advert. I am 30 years old and I was not a
"Speccy"m the eighties, though I did have a 2X81 , and I did nol have an
Atari when they first hit, but since the Megadrive first arrived, I suddenly
fomd mysell *awn towards GAMES. 1 bought a Megadrive, Mega CD, and
loved them. I wert on to buy an Amiga CD32 and was totally hooked. Since
then I have got a MD 1S2, CD2, Sega 32X.SNES. NES MS 182. 300, Jag,
PSX, Sahxn, N64, as wel as my handhelds, Lynx, Game Gear and GB. The
list does not include Ihe RetromacNnes that I have been gathering for the
last two years that now exceeds 60 machines and is sUI growing My
latest addition being an MSX which I bought yesterday from a boot sale. The
full list also includes some Pong Variarfs, some weird and wonderful.

I would also tke to say thef 1 have had a k4 ot help from the gaining
companies, Namco serf me load ot Promo gee*, so did Sega and EA Also
my local Electronics Boutique stores.

Well, my ambition is to creole a 'Games Museum" which wil be in a brick
outbuilding I have In my garden. The first photos should be ready in about
two or three morths time Naturally

I wiD send you some pictures, and a 1st
ot my ful collection once I have compiled It . Have you any ideas on
insurance? This is my next worry.

Anyway, I just thought that I would drop you a me and let you know that
Retro Ives, and keep up the good work.

Steve Lucas

Farnborough
No doubt many ofyour friends and family think you are mad. If I

was down the pub and told my mates that by«$ pperano a
museum in my garden they would twist myliappy sacks till I

couldn't breath. Unlike those people, I think it is a brilliant idea,
and would be grateful ifyou could keep us up to date with your

The reason tor this letter is to ask you ar your readers itthey have heard
of a particular console that I have acquired. Is an Optima 600 licensed by
Magnavox (Japanese?). I have no instructions and no cartridge. I have
completely no knowledge of this machine and would be indebted to

anyone who has any information on this machine.

Bristol

Magnavox are famous for releasing the first ever home console,
Ihe Odyssey in 1972. The American company went on to release
the the sequel, Odyssey 2 in the States, which was i ebadged the
Videopac by Philips for release in Europe. To be honest, I have
no knowledge of any related machines released in either the UK
or the US. If anyone can help, please write to the usual address.
(How about a photo in the meantime Mark)

Dear Jason,

I have just read my first Issue of Retrogames. and I's exactly what I was
alter, a fascinating, unpretentious read. You have good taste as well I

Forbidden Forest is a br illiant game Tor the C64 Is a brilliant game on the
C64, and anyone who rates Space Duel has my video game respect

I'm also lucky enough to work with old and new video games and
computers. I work in a special care centre for aduls with profound
physical and/or mental disabiBies. I've bidt a few adaptors for Atari

Joystick port machines (and a Playstation), allowing people to play video
games, creefe computer artfmrsic, run light shows, control a music CD.
event if they can only operate one switch at a time.

On Atari VCS Combat bi-planes, 1 may put one switch to steer the
rudder down with tore locked on tor one person (3 Sinai planes), and a
joystick (but lat plane) for a more able person. This sets up a fair game,
and people have gained as much fun from this as on Destruction Derby’
on the Playstation.

A Boast? Have you seen the excellent Microsoft Arcade for PC
Windows? The history of the games documerts are worth reading bii I

was amazed at the Battle Zone text. The programmer mentions recteving
a letter from a tan, saying that his friend kepi going inone direction
towards the volcano amd finally reached I, and found e castle Inside.

I am 99% that this was my letter, althou^i I can! prove 1. 1 remember
writing a lot to Atari In the early 80s when the VCS has an official fan
dub, and I do remember writing such a letter (83 or 84). Yes 1 was
bullshit, I was very young.

I have colotispace for the Atari 800, and very good t is too. I was
tape only, but my copy is on disk 0 made a donation to Uamasoft for Ihe
instructions). I is tides better than the C64 version (psychedelia) wlh
much better colour and effects and you can have two people using it at
once. Co-incidenlty, last week I set up 8-bit colourspace wlh a control
splitter lor a severely disabled man, as a joystick trainer. The home asked
me it I could help this man learn how to control an electric wheelchair,
before they could get the go ahead to buy one. so all this stuff gets used

Barrie Blis

Essex

It must be very rewarding to give people the abilityto interact
with games for the first time. It's amazing to think that there
are still such ideal applications for classic machines and games.
Thanks for your letter, but nexttime you write, can you make it

a cheeky one like the oneyou sent to Atart I remember on Pole
Position, if you took a turn onto the grass after the seventh
Namco sign, the track turned to mud, and after around two
minutes you could see a small town coming over the horizon



It all started with the SG 1QQ0, Sega's first stab at the console market in 1982. Atari

were at the height of their reign over the console market, and with the VCS and its

competition threatening to take over the market. Sega acted quickly to get a machine
into the shops. The result was an under-powered, under supported console, which did

little to impress the Japanese games player. With its central cartridge slot, and
simple button lay out, it is not difficult to see which console Sega were trying to

imitate. Details ofthe games released are sketchy, but it seems Sega did not cash in

on their own hot licences (Zaxxon. Carnival), but still continued converting them to rival

machines. While the SG 1000 did little to impress Japanese gamers, Sega were

_ determined not to let the machine die.

In 1984 the SG-1000 spawned a bigger and better sequel. The SC-3000 had £

a faster processor, more colours, better sound, and a more stylish look.

According to two sources, the SC-3000 remained backwards compatible

with the SG-1000, meaning that the few loyal fans Sega had made could

still play their older games on the machine. The cartridges are similar to

VCS carts, and thought to hold games of 4k - 8k in size. Software was still

not Sega's priority. Wth shoddy ports ofVCS style arcade classics, Sega
failed to cash in on their biggest asset, and Sega classics like Zaxxon and
Carnival failed to make it onto the 3000, despite Sega converting them to

the machines rivals. On the brighter side, the machine had a very

impressive range of pheripherals. Considering Sega helped design, and
released the only game for Coleco's Steering Wheel module, it is perhaps

unsurprising that the 3000 version looks almost identical. The same can be
said of the similarities between Coleco's Supersketch and Sega's own
‘Graphics Board". There were more innovative pheripherals however, namely
the BH-400 Yolk, and SJ-300 arcade style joystick which more than

resembles Sega's later Megadrive efforts. Even at this point is is clear that

Sega had very little faith in the success of thpir new console. Their range of

pheripherals were made to be MSX compatible, which while highlighting the Only months after the 3000s release, Sega
success of the MSX range in Japan at the time, also represents a desperate released the Mark 3. The mark three may look

attempt to guarantee sales of Sega hardware. While the SC-3000 compared very similar to the 3000, but marked a whole new
well with the Colecovision, it's lack of power and software support w
become evident when Nintendo's fledgling Famicom started to gain

momentum. It would take more than a steering wheel and a handful of

average game,s to hall Nintendo's imminent market domination.

direction in Sega's marketing strategy.

In design terms the Mark 3 was hardly a huge
step forward. Joystick ports were moved from the

side to the front, additional venting and a raised

- ledge above the expansion

port complete the

aesthetic alterations.

The notable addition is a

simple slot. Sega

produced the first ever

console capable of holding

its software on wafer thin

cards. At this time in

history, the thought of

having your games on thin

slithers of plastic was
remarkable in itself.

Cards could hold an

impressive 32k of memory,
and Sega even released

games with shared

memory, 32k for the game,
and 2k of writable RAM for

keeping scores or game

SEGA AGES!
One thing that gets harder with each issue, is finding

^
decent research on rare machines. Sega's ear ly

consoles were briefly covered in last issue's Super
Rare, but the pictures left most of us (including me)
hungry for more. Enter regular Japanese reader (and



SEGA AGES!
5A-S ORIGINAL FULL PAGE MK3 ADVERT1SMENT positions. The mark three also continued the backwards compatible

ability, meaning that all 3000 cartridges were not redundant despite
the machines very short life. Though technically the 3000 and Mark 3
were the same, Sega had been carefully judging the rest of the
competition, and in line with the booming Japanese MSX market, and
similar efforts in the US, the Mk3 was the first Japanese console -

computer hybrid. The SK-1 100 was Sega's ultimate pheripheral. A
computer keyboard, expanding the machine in a similar way to the
Intellivision Keyboard, Coleco Adam system, and prototype VCS
keyboard. The range of add-ons didn't stop at a keyboard, there was a
printer and tape recorder. The thought of loading a game into a Sega
console by tape is almost laughable now, but in 1984 it was a reality.

To maintain the Mk3’s image as a credible computer, Sega released
Home Basic, a simple language to teach programming. A full version
of Basic for the more advanced user, and Study, a maths/stats
homework helper, destined to be just about the only Sega educational
title to ever be released. Programs could be stored on tape, or even
on blank “Epmycard” ram cards. At this point, things get sketchy
again. We know that Sega released it's pheripherals to work with the
MSX, but it is also possible that the Mk3 was also an MSX
compatible. Where's your proof I hear you cryl Well, one of the first

games available for the Mk3 was Konami's Track & Field, and judging
by the screenshot, it looks pretty accurate and almost identical to
Konami's MSX version. Konami were also well known for sticking with
the MSX format, and not supporting other machines. Either they
converted the game as a one off tester, or the machines, if not
compatible, are remarkably similar allowing for very easy conversion.

There is another ralher strange pheripheral for the Mk3, the

telecon pack is a mini radar disk that sits on top of your
television, beaming an infa-red signal into a unit which plug?

into the console, allowing you to use the machine without
connecting it to the TV. The downpoint is that it looks
absolutely awful.

With the Mk3 Sega started to invest more effort into its

games, while being aimed as an all round family computer,
Sega did not want people to forget that underneath it was a
games machine.

.•affiVi/ty;

With classic versions of games like Hang On, Choplifter, Zaxxon.
Bomb Jack, and Bank Panic, Sega finally started investing some
of its arcade heritage into it's new machine. The progress towards
Sega's next machine, the Mastersystem, is obvious. What you
may not know, is that while the MS returns to a cartridge format,
the card slot (Mkl MS's) means that Mk3 games are actually
compatible with it. The reverse however is not true, and
Mastersystem cards are incompatible with the Mark 3.

Right, so youVe read the article, and you want one of each to
complete your collection! Well I am afraid that all three remain in

the super rare domain. None were released outside Japan, and
the SG-1000 sold in particularly low numbers. Japanese gamers
trade them from anything between £500-1000, and you can forget
finding the pheripherals. Of course, if anyone knows different



KING OPHANDHELDS
,
Hie cartridge based handheld is something that

gamers of today take for granted. The majority

,','of us have either a Gameboy or a Lynx tucked

away for long journeys or those dull Christmas

family gatherings. Well despile the formats rise

in popularity in the late eighties, the cartridge

handheld stems back to the very roots of the

gaming revolution.

The year is 1979, and Japanese toy giant

Tomy, inspired by the huge success of cartridge

based home console systems, decide to

experiment with a cartridge based handheld

The result was a shoddy LED sports game with

an interchangable screen, letting you play either

Tennis or Football. Though this machine was
not exactly going to set the world on fire, it was
enough to get many major players starting work
on the ultimate cartridge based handheld. In

Europe, Grandstand modified Tomy's machine,

BnSKETBniL

HOtKEV

soccer

-
Mattel made their own version, and even Tandy released one,

which neatly stored the spare screens in it's casing. The best of

the LED bunch however was to come from Coleco Enter the Total

Control 4. Coleco obviously realised the benefit of an exclusive

I cartridge market, and were the first manufacturer to release their

games seperately from the machine itself. As you can see from
•| the picture above, the TC4 is a smart looking unit. Realising that

computer Al of the time left little to challenge, the machine was
aimed as a two player sports simulator. The problem with LED is

that any detailed graphics have to be etched into the screen itself,

so the TC4 uses simple red dots to make up its image.
The additional cartridges were all released in a pack together,

and though they look to be simple screen overlays, there is a

connecting strip on the under side which interfaces the new game
code. To be honest, the games offer very little variety.

,
The joystick offers pretty unresponsive play, and action is far

from hectic. Each game offers simple variations on the ball and
tackle theme, with tackling serving only to bounce the ball in the

opposite direction. It doesn't take much to realise that you need
more than different artwork overlaying the screen to produce a

different game. That is not to say that the TC4 wasnt an important

development. Machines proceeding it had not altered the

specification of each game at all, simply overlaying new play area

features.

The problem was technology. LED simply could not handle the

intricate detail required to produce different games. The result

meant that the only way a company could market the games its

system was capable of, was to call them sports. By the end of

1979, technology had moved on a level, and one of the games
industry's true innovators prepared to shock the handheld market.



KING OF HANDHFTDS
The MB Microvision represented as much of a leap foiward as the Atari

Lynx eiyiil years later. MB had created the first ever LCD pixelated screen

cartridge handheld, and were set to take over the market.

Microvision cartridges make up the entire front ofthe machine,

complete with overlayed perspex screen and game controls. Another

revolutionary development was the machines unique analogue paddle

controller, allowing for accurate control over game sprites, and once

mastered gives a tremendous feeling of ability. The supplied Blockbuster

game is a simple, but addictive, breakout clone, but with practise you can

place the bat with pin point accuracy. For me, handheld games should

always be difficult. Most LCD games require simple learning of set enemy
routines, or precise button press liming to complete, or reach the

maximum score. Thanks to the remarkable speed ofthe microvision, along

with its vital analogue ingredient. Blockbuster remains one of the most

nerve jangling, unforgiving, and ultimately highly rewarding handhelds ever

available.

There was around a year between the release of the machine in the

US, and its release in Europe. MB had plenty of time to reline the

machine, and unlike many other companies, they actually did.

The UK Microvision's main improvement is the removal of the touch sensitive game buttons,

replaced with proper plastic levers. While these are far more responsive, they were prone to

being snapped out of the cartridge when not in use on the machine. Other improvements

include shiny metalic name badges on the games, instead of rather tacky plastic transfers,

and a tilled paddle knob, with better grip. The machine was also supplied with a rather tacky

leatherette pouch, which when used lends to make the machine look quite seedy. The

machines screen is made up of a 16x16 grid of pixels, which while incomparable with the

screen clarity of a Gameboy, is still perfectly adequate for simple arcade games, and simple

arcade games was exactly what the multivision hadl In total MB released ten cartridges for its

machine, though many of them did not make it over to t.he UK In 1979 they released Bowling,

Mindbuster, Pinball, Connect 4, Vegas Slots, and the machines only licenced cartridge. Star

Trek Phaser Strike. 1980 saw the release of Baseball and Sea Duel, with the machines final

releases, Cosmic Hunter and Alien Raiders coming out in 1981. Titles which were definitely

released in the UK were, connect 4, Pinball and Bowling. Star Trek

renamed Shooting Star, (some

thing MB would repeat on the

Vectrex, with the Star Trek/Star

Ship name change) I know that

other games were released into the

UK but suspect that they also—— 1 suffered name changes. In particular

I remember a completely silver cartridge named Space Docking, though

it is no doubt the US Cosmic Hunter or Alien Raiders. Of the games I

have played, few of the cartridges match the gameplay of the original

Blockbuster, though Pinball (which uses the same bat at the bottom of

the screen) is excelent. Sadly the MV became undersupported when MB
began working on the Vectrex, eventually being pulled from the market

years before it should have been dropped. If you ever get the chance to

a, snap it up, as for me it still remains. King of Handhelds.

released here, but



Over lime the machine became a celebrated piece ot "vapourware" and
it's launch date was put back and back, here is the development story ot
the Ban^lamSamoun/Enterprise

Following the world wide home con*xler boom, stared in the UK by
Sinclair's groundbreaking ZX Spectrum, a giant Hong Kong based trading

company called Locumals decided to lump onto the bandwagon. Their

plan was shrewd, they knew that in the home computer Industry, no-one
at the time was more innovative than the Brlish, and so they decided to

use this pool ot talent, rather than develop 1 themselves Anonymously,
•hroucfi the United Commercial Bank, they approached Meligert Software
and commlsloned them with the task of developing a totaly new home

i soon afterwards to ensue (in theory) r

idependerl software houses and to pro

V"*hin a month, IS had project DP C underway - The DJ>.C referred to
Damp Proofing Course, a *nom de plume" which was used to side track

the curious
,
in the event of any snoopers having a peek

VWiilst I S was formUating the Innards. Geoff HolUngton and Nick
Oakley were appoMed to create the outward appearance to the machine,
and by February 1 983 had produced a strikincfr different shape.
Unfortunately, a lot of the design team's forward thinking was
compromised when, later on, I S decided on a seperate graphic design
consultant who cfsmissed their two-tone grey formal in favour ot a
primary colour coded scheme. Not only did this short sighted decision fly

hadyettok*
manufacture by Crystalaie Holdings had not yet be

The Enterprise was to go on sale during Aprl 1984
,
the press and

public were so Impressed wth the specificaion and the vdue for money
that the then “Ban" compilers announced that by early 1984
pre-production orders for over 80,000 machines, worth C20m, had been
made. Ertersoft planned to have around a dozen programs readv for sale

in the face of the growing trend towards more professional-looking

compilers, but also lead on to an unfortunate set of circumstances when
1 reached the shops later on.

Although the exterior was suffering from too many cooks, the internes
were bubbling away happly. Nick Toop was busy designing a
revoklkmary "soft" Uncommiied Logic Array (ULA) chip. The square,
custom built 72-ptn chip was to alow the most flexible colour display of
any 8-bl home computer ever made . In unisson with the development of
the Hck* video chfc, Dave Wjodtield was cresting a similar square ULA
chip, "Dave", gvtig tun stereo sound and the ablty to address i*i to four

megabyted of Ram and Rom.
For reasons of costs It was decided to use a rubber mat ri place of an

Individual sprung keyboard, edge connector ports as opposed to sockets
and the Zlog Z80A central processor rather thar the faster Z80B. Cost
was also a reason for the exclusion ot an extra ROM chfc from the crcul
board, which could have allowed the computer a bud-in assembler and a

at the same time, and everyone waited with baled breath, which by JHy
1 984 became a sigh, and by December 1984 a yawn - 1 was late.

Pre-launch publicly is a dangerous business, one must take al things
into account before committing oneself to a date, the mecka was rigtlfuly

sceptical of Enterprise Computers' far too optimistic target date and were
now busy teling the public I told you so". Untold damage had been done
to the company's image, much of the previous Merest had evaporated
along with the pre-production orders, by the time the Enterprise hndly
arrived in any numbers, 1 was nine months Ider. January 1985.

The world that the Enterprise launched Into was far more hostie them 1
would have been back in April 1984,the pUdc was far more
conservative, critical, cynical and price conscious: the golden years of
home computer sales were over. The rival compettion was keener dso,
and although the Enterprise stil stock head aid shoildas above the rest,

Now was the time for the marketingam to show Is true colours

-

The marketing wing ot the oper ateicn was set up at the London office
of Domlcrest, and Anglo-Indian trading company, which was also mvolved
in the venture by this stage. The first task was to decide upon a name for

the company who were to produce this world beating machine and no
doitl with an eye to Is Far-East origins, the name "Samurai"

' was arrived

al. however, Hitachi started producing a series of computers wlh that
name, so 1 was back to the drawing board. For a while 1 was known as
"Oscar" bii no-one really kked that, and so "Elan" was the name the
pre-launch piMiaty machine centered around This proved to be the
biggest mistake of al, for a software company of the same name took
them to court. Whist al this was going on during 1984, the newly-formed
company decided to hedge l's bets by naming the computer Iself the

hadnl pci the wasted time to good use. Of the software ongnaly
Mended el launch date (12 In number), they produced a pathiic ttwd of
thel figure (4) and Instead of an eye-catching machine code poM-of-sde
display they had only the awful IS-Basic introductory cassette, and
yellow because they chickened oil ot a massive £2.Sm advertising

campaign through Low Howard-Spink which was planned to start wlh an
Mtial phase costing £50.000 inMe February.

Probably, 1 was decided during the delay to low-key launch the 64k
model and bring forward the 1 28k model launch. This machine would be
more Instantly competlive in the market place than the 64k, and the
advertising was to be delayed to coincide with Is introduction.

Those tathtil tew who waled from the original launch amouncemerl



ENTERPRISE ALLOHAHCE
ot the 64k machine's arival were met by an unecessary 25% price increase (when the
competition were lowering theirs) that only helped damn Its name even more m the media,
who by now were going off the management otthe company rather fast.

The toly of this price rise came home to ro
'

ed with the bungled changeover from high volume manufacture at

an at Gfd of Perth. Scotland. The reset! of thi

as that the trade saw pr

ey charged an unrealistic price to start w*h and didnl inform the press of the
change h pro*jction early enough.

Another naim the Enterprise coffin was the fact that the general pubic could not ten the
Enterprise 64 from the Amstrad CPC464, which arrived (on time) three months earlier . 1

ur scheme chosen by enterprise - if t was a

design that the CPC464 was coloured to mimic the Enterprise, shown to the pr.

months earlier, then Alan Sugar must be given due credit for a marketing masterstroke. Not
only did Amstrad gain, but the Enterprise when I arrived seemed from the outside nothiig

at first envisaged, during

May only £250,00 was spent on press ads promoting the expansion system that didnl
exist, and the T V. commercials promoting the stereo sound when there was no software

strate It. This sad comedy ot errors put the trade right off the

production delays had all taken their tol. Despite the fact that Enterprise were operelrig at

this stage in 1 S differert countries, including Ere, France, Germany, Scandanavia, South
Africa, and Australia, i was England that accourted lor the bulk ot all home computer sales
octside the U.S.and there was no software there to entice people to but Ihe computer

Promise after promise ot software never matched the reality - “ Forty programs by 1965-

,
-A hundred programs by January 1986".... Unable lo persuade software houses to

Produce dedicated Enterprise programs without the Incentive ot huge commislons,
Enterprise concenbeked upon the EXDOS ird which would ell

thus, software availably.

by the time EXDOS arrived (February 1 986) Enterprise was
and had to generate sales through mall order and small ads. In

of the dokfrums, Enterprise approached Dixons with a new machine, Ihe PW360, designed
to compete directly with Ihe Amslred 8256 in the crucial pre-Christmas sales period For
reasons best known to Dixons. Ihe deal dissolved and Ihe decision lo liquidate Enterprise
Computer Ud was taken by the Unfed Commercial Bank on June the 1 8th, 1 986, leaving a
debt of approximately £8m and were put In the hands of Grant Thornton recovers.

ARTICLE BV KEITH ADAMS - BLACKPOOL

ENTERPRISE SPECIFICATIONS

- Z80 Processor running at 4Mhz
j

j- 64k or 128k RAM Expandable to I

j

3900k

i

- 256 Colours
I - 3 Sound Channels, inc. White

Noise Generator
;
- 84x28 Character display - 672x256

J

- Typewriter Keyboard

|

- Parallel Centronics

:

- RS 423 Port

!
- Joystick Port

j

- Monitor Port

I
- Input Cassette Remote Control

:

- Output Cassette Remote Control !

- Stereo Sound

j

- Power Supply Connector

I

- PAL/TV Modulator

This shot shims just him well endowed with ex/iansion dots Ihe Ijiierprise t>4 was

System Kesel 2 joystick ports. Trinter. Network slot. Tape deck jHtrls Monitor output. ITand Power
On tin left hand sale is n lurlrnlgd slot, labelled "ROM Hay" andon the rtyltl is an edge connector.

Final note from Keith,

I actually own one of these machines and am intrigued by it. I

picked it up in a second hand shop for £1.50 minus the power
supply unit. I would dearly love to get the thing working but

have no spec details for the PSU. and would like, to find some.
If you or you know of anyone who can help, pteaiFjfass the
details on to Retrogames, who will pass them on to me.

It only fernains for me to thank Keith for his excelent
debut article, and if anyone has anything to add, then
please write to the usual address.

Next issue, Keith delves into the histoty of the One, a
machine I recently .described as a useless lump of
plastic, wttlch I have recieved several complaints about,
so I will rephrase that, “almost useless lump of plastic

-
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VECTREX CRAZY <97 PART ONE

,
Ju*rt w,‘en V0" «h™>flW * was safe to go back in the water, Vectres Crazy return* with renew* of all

.the latest Vectres titles. All you Veeey fans win be pleased to hear that this is the first In a three part

. -series, which apart from reviewing the new games, will also reveal yet more unknown facts about
fthe indisputed king of retro machines.

PATRIOTS
The Veclrex back catalogue is something of a wonder. Official arcade licenses, blatant copies
of arcade games, and a handful of original titles thrown in for good measure. Berzerk,
Scramble, Asteroids, Pac Man, to name but a few, it is little wonder that the machine is so
popular with collectors, as the games often offer the most playable version of the original arcade
machine on any home format. Despite this stunning software range, there are a few gaps. One
was the lack of a Space Invaders game, which was filled nicely with Vectrex Vaders in 1995.
Patriots fills in another important gap. Missile Command.

If there are any readers unaware of the game (Impossible?), this Vectrex version places two
missile launchers in the bottom two comers of the screen. In between there is a line of six

bases which you must protect. Missiles come in from the top of the screen, represented by a
bright pixel and leaving a line trail behind it. Each of your launchers has a set amount of ammo
at the beginning of each level, and each fires with seperate corresponding joystick buttons. You
must guide a cross-hair with the joystick and try to pre-empt the position of the incoming
missiles. Press fire to shoot from the nearest launcher, and when your missile reaches its

destination, a large ball of fire destroys any enemy missiles in the vicinity. The further into the
level, the faster the enemy missiles, the higher the level, the more missiles are dropped on you.

Strategy is often required to reserve missiles in each gun' and it is important to retain a high
level of accuracy. In addition to all this, enemy space ships come down during levels, dropping

more missiles from lower levels. It is also possible to have one of your launchers destroyed,
making it very difficult (but possible) to continue.

So, that's what you do, but what's it like? Fans ofthe genre will

find this one of the best available. Blistering pace, frantic action,

even the sound effects hail back to the arcade original. There is no
doubt that if this had been in the original MB line up, it would have
been one of the games to buy the system for. More than just a gap
filler, one of the greatest Vectrex games available.

Gameplay: 91%

Packaging: 10%
Retrofactor: 93%
OVERALL: 90%

COME FROM?
Vectres fans accross the world owe a great
deal to legendary games creator, John
Oondzila. John's fhst creation, Vectres
Vaders rockedthe retro scene, the news of

w Vectres title not only did much to aid

the machine's rise in popularity, but also

a vital ommision in the Vectres
library. Riding on this success, John went

to create the phenomenal Patriots, and
in the same year completed All Good
Things. This four game compilation

SPIKE'S WATER BALLOONS WHERE DO THEY
I So the Spectrum has Willy, Coleco has the

I Smurfs and Atari has Pac Man, the poor old

I Vectrex got lumbered with Spike. Yes. the

I character i^ith a voice like Madge Bishop on

I steroids is backl Spike's water balloons is

I included on the four game
,
ALL GOOD THINGS

j

I pack. The problem is, Spike's not all good.

This game is very, and I mean very, simple,

ou are placed at the bottom of the screen, and
nee again have to rescue your girlfriend. To do

I this you must catch a load of water balloons

I being thrown down the screen at you by a nasty include* vectris, • version of Tetri* which

|
monster. To begin with the balloons are thrown in

j

we will review nest issue,

a line formation making it easy to catch them
j

John has now len the Vectres and

e after another. However, as the level s
mD,,ed on ,D co™ert more cJasslc names,

,

IJpr° o
K

,o“jhina
;to run from one side of the screen to the other, often in some almost impossible

j

vectrex, or whether anyone else wm start
attempts to catch the oncoming balloons. If things get too tricky, you can put your

j

writing sottware forthe machine. One thing
hands in the air and bounce otf balloons from the side, but this simply flings them is for sure, we should an be verythankful

back to the top of the screen and makes it even harder when they come back ,or ,he *“ ne'" flame* he has given us.

down. Ifyou miss one balloon then you have to start the level again, and there is
!

The new tales are available onthe iatest

an annoying pause while the level resets itself. Now if you thought I was aoina to
ra*'an ofSe*n KeHv'8 multi-cart, which

carry on and tell you more about the game, yourwrom
wasn't mtich to do in the original spike game, but this

psuedo sequel does little to push Spike closer to
1

being the Vectrex hero we all want him to be.

The game is actually smooth and the graphics an
detailed, and thanks to the fast speed on later levels

there is a degree of challenge. Overall, a very simple

game, more like a Game & Watch than a Vectrex

classic.

g, that is it. Admittedly there

SPIKE'S BALLOONS

VECFAX

Jett Woolsey makes a Vectrex Interface,

Gameplay:

Originality:

36%
12%

allowing connection with your PC. Games ctvi

then be coded onthe PC end downloaded irfo a

Packaging:

Retrofactor 62% the moment, so t shoiidnl be long until we get

OVERALL: 33% a deluge of new Vectrex titles

.



FUTURE BOY
There are two things I get more cals about than any other, first is PC
Engine, which we have yet to cover, and second Is the Virtual Boy, not

• even a retro machine yet ?! or is it. Withdrawn In the US and Japan, the V0
' now joins ranks with the Jaguar, 32X and 31X5. A new breed of retro

machines, and even a few games fo die for

SPACE INVADERS (released in Japan onfy)

While we are all used to finding Space Invaders games on
extinct machines, the game makes a surprising addition to the

VB's otherwise "retro-free" software catalogue.

Now if your hoping for a no frills version of the Taito original,

you are in luck, and if you are after a super new3D version

your in luck too. This game features in effect, four games.
Standard 2D versions of Space Invaders and Space Invaders 2.
complete with original sound effects, and identical gameplay.

Meanwhile, Virtual Space Invaders and Virtual Space Invaders

2 offer fantastic 3D backdrops and an altered angle of play. The
enemy is layed out in a similar way to a typical 3D chess
game, invaders moving towards you as well as down the

screen. Bonus flying saucers fly accross the screen, and then
fly towards you in a spiralling 3D motion. The stereo sound
also helps to convey the ships movement.

To add an extra element to the classic gameplay, there are ... ...
,

iwnm Bkl meek and lima .Hack.Us ,.u pi,, 'I f T, ,1 s’

i in strict time limits
Baj. lack ofaucc... w,lh a lack nf ,a,l», Nint.ndo
software, the blame being put on the company concentrating

to achieve set targets in strict time limits.

An original Space Invaders game, complete with different

scoring modes, 3D enhanced versions, written by the arcade

manufacturers and remaining faithful to the original, what
could possible be wrong? In a word, the score board. The
whole point of Space Invaders in the arcade, was to beat the

top score, and that is exactly how you feel playing the VB
version. The scores already on the table are high, and it

takes dedicated hours to reach the top. Once you manage it.

you will have wasted your time. Just like so many classic

retrogames, there is no score save. Turn it off and your high

scoring efforts are forgotten. This is surprising considering
„V 7. 7wo ' incredibly uninspired Mario relative. Who's next, Leisure Si£» S.d ' ' L“" l«*.W„,to Land f.« tjpinal M.,io .1,1,

i efforts on the N64.

This is a complete load of rubbish. Sure, early Nintendo
sourced games like Mario Tennis offered little out of the

ordinary and did little to push the VB in the new directions

everyone expected. That is not to say that Nintendo were not

going to put the record straight....

Wario Land demonstrates what Nintendo do best, platform

games. Be it Nes, Snes or N64, it is the genre that sells

Nintendo machines. Wario Land continues the exploits of the
Gameboy's Wario character, which I have always thought an
incredibly uninspired Mario relative. Who’s next, Leisure Suit

which are battery backed.

Despite this flaw, this is the

best version of Space Invaders

available on any machine, in my
view even better than the arcade

original (not that I wouldn't love

one) and a vital reason to get a

Virtual Boy ASAP.

SPACE INVADERS

Gameplay: 86%
Originality: 54%
Packaging: 78%
Retrofactor: 92%
OVERALL: 91%

TAITO

platform action, though with far larger and more detailed

characters than on the SNES or Gameboy.
The VB offers a brilliant opportunity for games

programmers to show off, and Wario Land features a fantastic

intoduction sequence, complete with 3D special effects.

The VB element also comes into play during the game
itself. Instead of simply jumping and running along in a

straight line, you can change lanes by jumping into the

forground, or into the background. The high resolution means
that Wario remains detailed despite being in the distance. The
levels are inventive in typical Nintendo fashion. Loads of secret
levels and bonus waves, also lots of interesting weapons,
mainly taking the form of different style hats, each giving you
different magic powers. After finishing a level, you can save
your position, choose to play the gambling bonus games, or

move on. After completing several stages you are faced with a
boss level, these often involve negating an enemy head on in a
sort of Space Harrier perspective.

Its not only graphics which impress, the sound is also

excelent, with lots of stereo effects. The game is also very

long, giving you hours of play,

though I have only got to level 7.

Overall, an essential Nintendo

classic. If the game had been ir

the initial W
machine may well of still been ir

the shops today.

WARIO LAND

Gameplay: 87%
Originality: 63%
Packaging: 79%
Retrofactor:

OVERALL: 88%



C64 SUPERSTORE
CHAMPIONSHIP SPRINT
Super Sprint was always one of

my favourite arcade machines, it
]

s kind of a wrist flicking

excersise machine. The only way
:o make those comers was to

spin the steering wheel, then

grab it at the precise moment
when your car was facing the

right way. It's sequel,

championship sprint was not very

common, but featured better

power ups, and new tracks. The
C64 conversion by Electric

Dreams, lacks the essential

steering wheel, and therefore

plays quite a different game. As
a multi-player racing game it

seems dated, and as an arcade

- conversion, the lack of colour

and unresponsive controls leaves the game feeling far from

related to its parent. One interesting addition is a track

designer, which I remember being very excited about when the

game was originally released These days I have not got the

effort to create my own track,

and the feature's addition only

highlights the lack of any really

good tracks in the game.
Overall, a game distinctive

only as a bench mark of how
quickly some games age.

SPECVIEW
KOSMIC KANGA
YouVe got Kangaroo on the

Atari VCS, Roger in Tekken 2
and Kosmic Kanga on tk

Spectrum. How many Kanga-

roo games could you want?

This relatively rare game
is one of only two hits by

UK software house, Micro-

Mania. (the other being

Project Future). Despite it's platform game styling, and cute

character, the game is in fact a shoot em up. You bounce
along the scrolling floor, jumping on buildings, cars, and
people, while shooting on coming planes and helicoptors. The
idea of the game is to reach the end of all of the levels to find

your spaceship and fly home.
Released in 1984, the graphics were big bold and colourful

and quite ahead of their time. Extra points are awarded for

collecting items on clouds, though when playing, you
concentrate more on reaching the end of the level than on your
score. Instead ofthe usual missiles or bullets, you fire

spinning boxing gloves, which luckily are big enough to take
out an aeroplanel Overall the game offers quite a good

CHAMP SPRINT

Gaineplay: 29%
Originality: 37%
Packaging: 41%
Retrofactor: 42%
OVERALL: 38%

variation on the shoot-em-up

|

theme, with cute graphics,

and average scrolling, but I don't

care, it's got a Kangaroo twice

;the size of a double decker bus

as its hero, and I like itl

KOSMIC KANGA
Gameplay: 71%
Originality: 44%
Packaging: 62%
Retrofactor: 77%
OVERALL: 63%

ZAXXON
Zaxxon was absolutely massive in the arcades when
released, one of Sega's earliest major successes, and
converted to many machines, from Atari 800 and 2600, to C64
and board game, not forgetting the many Spqctrum, Oric and
Dragon copies, (anyone for a game of Zacksoon?)

The C64 version was programmed by American Synsoft
and released in the UK by US Gold. For anyone who doesn't

know, Zaxxon is an Isometric 3D shoot em up, similar in style

to Scramble, but played from this angle, you have another

dimension of freedom to dodge on-coming enemies.

Synsolt's conversion is quite early, written in 1984, and
unfortunately it shows. Even the arcade machine isnt

particularly speedy, but the 64 version chugs along at a snails

pace, often leaving it unplayable. The graphics are colourful,

and relatively accurate to the original, and sound is also

adequate. As quite often with old games, it comes down to

speed, and thanks to poor programming, C64 Zaxxon looks

feeble in comparison to the excelent Coiecovision version.

Those of you desperate for a decent version ofthe game
should wait for an official

Saturn re-release, which 1

recently heard rumoured. Till

then, keep on chugging!

ZAXXON
Gameplay: 29%
Originality: 21%
Packaging: 58%
Retrofactor: 77%
OVERALL: 42%

FAT WORM BLOWS A SPARKY
I have had a half written article on Durell since around issue

two, and still havnl finished it. I thought they have been
ignored too long, enter one of the craziest titled games in the
history of gaming, FWBAS. Firstly, and most important, is the

games final tag line on the back of the box, " This game is

like, Well Crucial Man", now you cant beat that for hard-sell!

Fat Worm, despite it's title, is a revolutionary game. I am
going to stick my neck out and say that this was the first ever

top down 3D game. Released in 1985, the game uses filled

vectors to produce a detailed 3D area. When you move
around, the graphics move with you. giving a 3D effect similar

to that found in the new Playstation game, Micro Machines
V3, In the game you play the part of a worm, and the game
arena is actually the inside of a spectrum. You navigate

crucial components like the CPU and Data bus, blasting bugs
and searching for the infamous Spectrum Disk Drive so that

you can clone yourself, and finally de-bug the system.
When released, this game was so revolutionary that it won

countless accolades. Despite this, the games theme and
content meant it sold very few copies. Today the game seems
very slow, an d ralher po intless. That is not to say that it is not

an important title to add to

your collection, it's just not,

"Well Crucial Man"

FAT WORM
Gameplay: 47%
Originality: 92%
Packaging: 78%
Retrofactor

OVERALL: 83%



THE WORLDS FIRST FANZINEDEDICATED TO COLLECTORSOFCLASSIC GAMES SYSTEMS
'(' ACETRONIC : AQUARIUS : ATARI 2600/5200/7800/400/800/XE

APPLE 2 : BBC : COLECOVISION : COMMODORE 64/16/VIC 20
DRAGON 32/64 : ELECTRON : EINSTEIN : INTELLIVISION

JUPITER ACE : MASTERSYSTEM : MEMOTECH : MSX: NES
ORIC 1/ATMOS : SINCLAIR QL : SPECTRUM : TEXAS TI99
HANDHELDS : VECTREX : ZX80/B1 : TV GAMES : VIDEOPAC

IT THEY DON'T MAKE IT - WE STOCK IT
So, what is hot for collectors this month. Well. I must say that I am staggered by the amount of
Alan 2600 software being traded and bought. It highlights a possible change in UK collecting
habits, or a change in the kind of readers Retrogames is getting. Back at the beginning, when
issue one didn't even list the actual stock, it was Spectrum games that sold like hot cakes,
also, many Vectrex machines were sold, and so with them were sold many Vectrex cartridges.
By issue four, the situation had changed, C64 became the key collectable format and I had
difficulty getting enough stock to match the demand. Almost a year later and things have
changed again, C64 sales are slowing down, and this month sees the biggest ever selection.
The new hot format is Atari, which has ruled the US collecting scene for many years. In some
ways I find this rather sad, I have never made any secret of being proud of UK games, and the
formats they were released on. Maybe it is to early to predict the state of the UK market at this
stage, you never know, in a couple of months time ZX81 games might be all the rage.

ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MUSTBE MADE PA YABLE
TO " J MOORE ", C/O 61 BACCARA GROVE, BLETCHLEY

MILTON KEYNES, MK2 3AS £ 0181 203 8868

RETROGAMES BACK ISSUES @£2 50 per issue
RETROGAMES ISSUE 1 RETROGAMES ISSUE 2
Where is the Korvx Multisystem? Who is Kevin Toms? Features include - MSX - 3DQ of the sixties?. a look
Nol rickjdes ful features on both of them as Wei as at some cf the best games on the Vectrex. an in depth Sturt
a ful hardware analysis on the Vectrex and Colecovision. of classic software house Automata, as well as al the usud
reviews and letrofacts. the ugly machine hal of fame, news, lelrofacts. reviews, and our one and only letters page

RETROGAMES ISSUE 3
Our fist serious look at handhelds brings a three page
feature on the world of Nintendo Game & Watch, as
wel as PaBoy's early analogue machines. The fist

guest article on computer music. Extended C84 heaver
and al the usual letrofacts and reviews.

RETROGAMES ISSUE A

The worlds list review of the unbelievable Vectrex
muli-carl. We also look al games never released in the
U K. as wel as Tomytronic's 3D handhelds. T here are
guest MSX reviews, a look at formidable programing
house Denton Designs aswel as the usual Retrofacts

MACHINE'S If you ate

looking for a specific

classic machine, call

0181 203 8868 between
10.30 AM and 63)0 PM
to check price and
availability. Or write to

the usual address.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Ok, so here are your
options,

1: 1 year subscription to

Retrogames
( six issues

) for £14

2: 1 year subscription to

Retrogames *

Gamefinder Xtra £20

3: 1 year subscription to

Gamefinder Xtra £6

FUTURE ISSUE DATES

GAMEFINDER 8
20th Apr 1997
RETROGAMES 10

20th May 1997
GAMEFINDER
20th Jun 1997
RETROGAMES 11

20th Jul 1997
GAMEFINDER
20th Aug 1997
RETROGAMES 12
20th Sep 1997
GAMEFINDER
20th Oct 1997
RETROGAMES 13
20th Nov 1997

POSTAGE
Machines 5.00

Games 15 1.00

Games 5-10 FREE
Other Items 1.00

overseas
EUROPE - AS ABOVE

USA £20 PER MACHINE
JAPAN - £25 PER MACHINE
OVERSEAS VECTREX PiP
PLEASE WRITE OR CALL

j

SEE ADVERTSNEDGE
FOR FUTURE DETAILS









OTHER ITEMS
' OTHER FORMATS
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